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Auction

Nestled in the most sought after street in Mossman, 15 Coral Sea Drive is an oasis home that beckons with promises of

privacy and serenity, yet remains conveniently close to all amenities.Ray White Port Douglas entices you to explore this

secluded 1453 sqm property, shielded from the outside world by lush greenery and thoughtful landscaping. Elegant

timber bi-folds, allow natural light to cascade into the expansive open plan living spaces, creating a warm and inviting

ambiance. As the doors gently glide open, there is a harmonious union of comfort and nature seamlessly connecting the

spacious interior with a generous covered outdoor entertaining area and deck. The heart of the home is a marvel of

contemporary design - a layout that blends entertainment and functionality. The kitchen, a chef's dream, features a vast

3-metre waterfall island with stone benchtop. This isn't just a place to prepare meals; it's a stage for culinary artistry and a

focal point inviting family and friends to gather, offering ample room for casual dining, conversations and shared

moments. Generous in proportions the floor plan caters to the needs of a modern family with high ceilings, ample

windows and sliding glass doors to the outside, allowing for the essential cross flow ventilation. The tiles keep the living

space cool underfoot, the floating timber flooring ensure the bedrooms are inviting and the property is fully air

conditioned ensuring year round easy living. The spacious primary bedroom suite is a retreat in itself, drawing inspiration

from the charm of the Hamptons style. The large and luxurious fully renovated ensuite bathroom is an opulent sanctuary,

a place to unwind and rejuvenate in your glorious freestanding bathtub. The walk-in wardrobe is a testament to

thoughtful design, offering plentiful storage for all your sartorial needs.With a further three bedrooms there is ample

space to comfortably accommodate the whole family. Adding to the allure, the family bathroom is also fully renovated,

generous in proportions and has an element of luxe style. Boundaries between indoor and outdoor living dissolve in this

residence, the deck becomes a versatile retreat-a place for al fresco dining, morning coffees listening to the birds or

sundowners under the stars.The freeform pool is perfectly positioned whether hosting gatherings with friends, family fun

time or relishing quiet moments of solitude under the gazebo. The extra large double lock up garage has direct access into

the residence, features a separate powder room (3rd WC) as well as a newly installed laundry room with bonus storage

facilities. The fully fenced back garden is perfect for those with pets and small children. Here is your opportunity to

elevate your living experience, 15 Coral Sea Drive is a home offering you a lifestyle that is both refined and connected to

the natural world just 15 minutes from the tourist mecca of Port Douglas. This property will be going to AUCTION on-site,

Thursday 21 December 2023.To view the Live Auction on auction day, register your interest, or for Online Bidder

Registration, please follow this link to our Auctions Live platform:  Contact your exclusive agents Mark Flinn on 0405 646

313 or Soula Kazakis on 0422 966 573 to discuss the property further or to arrange your inspection.At a Glance• Private

1453sqm parcel of land• Beautifully presented turn key ready home• Seamless indoor/outdoor living• Resort style pool

and surrounds• Low maintenance tropical garden


